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Abstract

This manuscript deals with the tuning of event-based controllers. By suitably con-

straining in a coordinated manner the controller discretisation and the event trig-

gering rule, stability of the closed loop system is ensured, through an analysis that

evidences and exploits its switching nature as induced by the event-based controller

realisation. Such a sufficient condition, simple to enforce in practice, allows to take

standard tuning rules, conceived for continuous-time controllers, and apply them

to event-based realisations in a straightforward manner. The manuscript refers to

the PI(D) controller structure, but extensions can be envisaged. Both simulation

examples and an experimental test are reported.
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1. Introduction1

Event-based control has been gaining much interest in the last years, as shown2

by works like [2] and the papers quoted therein. Summarising, one may view event-3

based control as a means to acquire measurements, take decisions and/or apply4
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actions “only when needed”—opposite to fixed-rate control, where those events are5

triggered periodically. A thorough use of event-based control can yield numerous6

benefits, including reduced traffic in networked systems [23], lower actuator wear,7

and so forth. In this work we focus on using the event-based paradigm to reduce the8

number of sensor transmissions, which is very important for example in the presence9

of battery-operated wireless devices.10

As vastly discussed in the literature, a major problem with event-based control11

is the impossibility of analysing the system with a well established and powerful12

theory as that available for the fixed-rate case. Therefore, many viewpoints on the13

matter have been proposed. Conditions on tuning parameters for the existence of14

equilibrium points have been investigated, see, e.g., [4]; ad hoc tuning rules have been15

sought [21, 22], and even modifications of the most commonly used laws – typically,16

PI/PID-type ones – have been introduced [18]. More recently, [15] provided a relevant17

advance toward a unified problem treatise, by adopting a state feedback approach18

including a model of the continuous-time system, versus which the current plant state19

is evaluated, and a disturbance estimator. The approach was extended in [10] by20

proving asymptotic tracking properties, specialised to the PID structure, and tested21

experimentally.22

In general, from the analysis viewpoint, one can describe fixed-rate control by23

saying that at a constant rate (a) a measurement of the controlled variable is taken,24

(b) a control signal value is computed, and (c) that value is actuated. In other words,25

the chain from sampling to actuating, is triggered all together by a single, periodic26

source of events. Correspondingly, event-based control can be seen to differ in two27

senses: (a) the time between events is not constant, and (b) there can be multiple28

sources of events.29

Referring to Figure 1, a variety of event-based schemes is encountered, depend-30
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Figure 1: Event-based control loop.

ing on how the event source(s) and triggering rule(s) make the sensor, the controller31

and the actuator interact. The difficulty of establishing a uniform and general de-32

sign paradigm is apparent, and evidenced by noticing that the application-oriented33

literature dominantly refers to the SISO single-loop case.34

This manuscript has the same scope, and more specifically concentrates on SISO35

loops where a single event source is present. In such a context, the source of com-36

plexity is better qualified as the interplay between the control law, the event source,37

and the triggering mechanism. Even in this narrowed scope, it is in fact well known38

that if the controller design phase does not account for the envisaged event-based39

realisation, a number of undesired effects may be observed, such as performance40

degradation or limit cycles [6, 25].41

A major point of this work is that if the mentioned scope restriction is accepted,42

still a lot of industrially relevant cases can be addressed, and it is possible to formulate43

models that allow for a straightforward analysis. This results in quite peculiar a44

viewpoint, that (partially) sacrifices generality in the favour of rigorous property45

assessment and design simplicity; its main contribution can be summarised as follows.46

• Under the hypotheses of Section 2, a sufficient but very simple condition is47

presented in Section 3, that ensures asymptotic stability of the closed-loop48
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system with an event-based controller derived from a linear, time-invariant,49

continuous-time one, in turn synthesised on a nominal model, of the same50

nature, for the process under control.51

• Said condition is independent of the employed event triggering rule, as exem-52

plified in Section 4.53

• The so achieved free selection of the triggering rule is exploited in Section 5,54

to devise one that yields significant transmission savings, while providing pro-55

tection against undesired event hauls.56

• Section 6 illustrates, by providing both specific examples and a general proce-57

dure outline, how the proposed condition allows to tune event-based controllers58

with rules not conceived for such a realisation, thereby allowing to re-use a vast59

set of previous results [17].60

• Sections 7 and 8 respectively report some simulation examples, to evidence the61

proposal strength, and an experimental test, to show its practical applicability.62

As a final remark, it is worth noticing that recent literature works distinguish63

“event-” and “self-triggered” control (see for example [9]). The results of this work64

are applicable in both contexts, and in some sense orthogonal to their distinction, as65

the stability condition presented herein is in fact independent of the event generation66

mechanism.67

2. General hypotheses68

Any digital controller closes the loop only at some instants, while for all the69

remaining time it operates in open loop, no matter how the hold functionality is70
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realised [2]. The underlying theory of fixed-rate control requires that said instants be71

evenly spaced, and that at each of them, sensing and actuation occur synchronously.72

In this work, we introduce some industrially realistic hypotheses that lead to73

consider a class of event-based control systems that is in some sense the closest to74

the fixed-rate case. For simplicity, among the various schemes in the literature – see,75

e.g., [1, 11, 24] – we refer here to that in which the only event-based information76

flow originates from the sensor. The full set of assumed hypotheses can be stated as77

follows.78

Hypothesis 1. The process under control is described by the linear, time-invariant79

(LTI) single-input, single-output (SISO) model80

 ẋP (t) =APxP (t) + bPu(t− τ)

y(t) =cPxP (t)
(1)

where t is the continuous time, u(t) ∈ R the control signal, y(t) ∈ R the controlled81

variable, xP (t) ∈ RnP the process state vector, AP ∈ RnP×nP , bP ∈ RnP×1, cP ∈82

R1×nP constant matrices, and finally τ ∈ R, τ ≥ 0, a constant delay.83

Note that model (1) is strictly proper, without any loss of generality for our84

purposes.85

Hypothesis 2. A continuous-time LTI SISO controller that stabilises the nominal86

closed-loop system containing model (1) is available, and has the form87

 ẋR(t) =ARxR(t) + bR (w(t)− y(t))

u(t) =cRxR(t) + dR (w(t)− y(t))
(2)

where xR(t) ∈ RnR is the controller state, w(t) ∈ R the reference signal to be followed88
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by y(t), AR ∈ RnR×nR, bR ∈ RnR×1, cR ∈ R1×nR constant matrices, and dR ∈ R a89

constant scalar.90

Controller (2) can be the result of an (auto)tuning procedure, and encompass91

direct input/output feedthrough, like, e.g., a PI(D).92

Hypothesis 3. Controller (2) is realised with digital technology, and computes the93

discrete-time control u∗(k) at events, which occur at time instants tk counted by an94

integer k ∈ N, and in general not evenly spaced in time.95

Hypothesis 4. Events are triggered by a single source (that here we assume to be96

the sensor).97

Hypothesis 5. The time between two events is an integer multiple of a quantum

qs ∈ R, qs > 0.

∀th ≤ tk, tk − th = ς(k, h)qs, ςk,h ∈ N.

According to Hypothesis 4, two quantities can be defined98

• the a priori step duration T s(k) that is decided at the k-th event,99

• and the a posteriori step duration T s(k), i.e., the time actually elapsed from100

the k-th to the (k + 1)-th event.101

In practice, events can occur at the termination of T s(k) or earlier, no matter why.102

In the former case T s(k) = T s(k), while in the latter T s(k) < T s(k). Notice that the103

event generation mechanism is in part reactive and in part proactive, the timeout104

being in fact the simplest way to decide when the next event has to occur (see the105

distinction between event- and self-triggering control mentioned above).106

Furthermore, Hypothesis 5 is well consistent with the way sensor electronics is107

typically designed. Most frequently, in fact, the sensor has a low-power part that108
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is always active and polls the measured variable at frequency 1/qs. A high-power109

part takes conversely care of transmitting “when deemed necessary”, i.e., based on110

a triggering rule, and is kept off otherwise.111

Hypothesis 6. If process (1) contains a delay, this can be approximated in the112

control-relevant frequency band by a rational transfer function, so that one can take113

as nominal continuous-time process model one with rational dynamics only.114

Assuming this may seem peculiar, but in fact many (auto)tuning methods – like115

for example the well known IMC-PID one considered later on [8, 20] – rely on such116

models, typically obtained via Padé approximations. And even if the used tuning117

method is not of this type, in any non-pathological case it is possible to approximate118

a delay, within the control band, with simple enough a rational expression. No119

doubt this could somehow diminish the generality of the proposed approach, but120

nonetheless the variety of the usable tuning rules is still very large.121

Hypothesis 7. There is an upper bound for the time between two subsequent events,

i.e.,

∀k, σ(k) ∈ Σ = {1, . . . , N} ⊂ N, 1 ≤ N <∞,

where

σ(k) := ς(k + 1, k).

This is realistic, as for safety reasons all real sensors encompass some “keep-alive”122

timeout, at the end of which an event is triggered unconditionally.123

Hypothesis 8. The control signal is kept constant between two subsequent events,124

as in the extremely frequent case where a zero-order holder is used.125
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Hypothesis 9. When an event is triggered by the sensor, this results in the compu-126

tation and actuation of a new control value. The delay between the triggered event127

and the control actuation is either negligible or known and constant, so that it can128

be taken as a part of the process model.129

This is the most strict hypothesis among those introduced, but is definitely re-130

alistic in at least two cases, both of interest for process control. The first one is131

when sensor, controller and actuator are co-located, and the reason for using an132

event-based controller is to reduce the actuator wear. In this case, the delay between133

sensor event and actuation is practically negligible. The second case (more central134

to this work) is when sensor, controller and actuator communicate via a network,135

but the underlying communication protocol is designed in such a way to practically136

eliminate packet collisions, that are the primary source of network-induced (variable)137

delays. At present not all protocols are capable of doing that, but a great research138

effort is being spent on the matter, see for example [7, 16, 19, 26], and solutions suited139

for the addressed context are arising; for example, in [14] a synchronisation scheme is140

proposed that, thanks to a novel and completely control-theoretical design, permits141

to make virtually any existing communication protocol slotted, thus making com-142

munication delays practically invariant. When such solutions will eventually become143

part of industrial systems, the hypothesis under question will be safely applicable to144

even more real-life cases.145

3. A simple sufficient stability condition146

Suppose model (1) to be an exact description of the process. This section shows147

how a simple sufficient condition can be obtained to ensure stability of the control148

system (in nominal conditions) where the realisation of controller (2) is event-based.149
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In the first place, recall Hypotheses 1, 5 and 8, and assume that the nominal150

continuous-time process model contains a rational approximation of a possible delay151

(see Hypothesis 6). In this case, preserving the matrix notation of (1) for simplicity152

by just assuming that the state is conveniently augmented, the nominal process is153

described by154

x∗P (k + 1) =A∗
P (T s(k)) · x∗P (k) + b∗P (T s(k)) · u∗(k)

y∗(k + 1) =cP · x∗P (k + 1)
(3)

where the “∗” superscript denotes signals sampled at events – e.g., x∗P (k) := xP (t(k))155

– and156

A∗
P (T s(k)) := eAPT s(k), b∗P (T s(k)) :=

T s(k)∫
0

eAP (T s(k)−ξ)bP dξ. (4)

Coming to the controller, let it be turned at the beginning of step k into a discrete-157

time one by some method of choice, using as discretisation period the a posteriori158

duration of the previous step, now known, so as to make u∗(k) the best replica of its159

continuous-time counterpart made possible by that method. This means computing160

u∗(k) as the output of the dynamic system161

x∗R(k) =A∗
R(T s(k − 1)) · x∗R(k − 1) + b∗R(T s(k − 1)) · (w∗(k − 1)− y∗(k − 1))

u∗(k) =c∗R · x∗R(k) + d∗R · (w∗(k)− y∗(k))

(5)

where the mentioned discretisation method provides the matrix functions A∗
R(Ts),162

b∗R(Ts), c
∗
R(Ts), and the scalar one d∗R(Ts)—we do not explicitly indicate the depen-163

dence of those functions on the continuous-time matrices to lighten the notation.164

At the same instant, the process state and output are related to their values at the165
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beginning of the previous step by (3), with the time indices shifted back by one.166

Putting it all together, at step k we have an a posteriori closed-loop discrete-time167

system (the one that actually evolved) with state vector x∗(k) := [x∗P (k)x∗R(k)]T , and168

dynamic matrix169

A∗(σ(k)) =

A∗
P (σ(k)qs)− b∗P (σ(k)qs)d

∗
RcP b∗P (σ(k)qs)c

∗
R

−b∗R(σ(k)qs)cP A∗
R(σ(k)qs)

 . (6)

This reveals the system’s switching nature, σ(k) ∈ Σ playing the role of the switch-170

ing signal. Note that the system cannot be modelled as a piecewise linear one –171

which would have simplified the analysis – because the timeouts cause events to be172

generated also with time guards.173

To guarantee stability of the event-based control system, given the unpredictabil-174

ity of σ(k), it is required to prove the stability of the system with dynamic matrix (6)175

under arbitrary switching in Σ. To this end, based on the discussion above, an ex-176

tremely simple sufficient condition can be expressed as follows.177

Theorem 3.1. A sufficient condition for the asymptotic stability of the system with178

dynamic matrix (6) under arbitrary switching in Σ, is that for each σ(k) ∈ Σ the179

controller discretisation procedure make said matrix Schur, and with real distinct180

eigenvalues.181

Proof. Under the hypotheses, denoting by λj,σ(k), j = 1, . . . , nP + nR, the generic182

eigenvalue of A∗
σ(k), there surely exists a nonsingular matrix T (σ(k)) such that183

A∗
d,σ(k) := T (σ(k))−1A∗

σ(k)T (σ(k)) = diag
{
λj,σ(k)

}
. (7)

Let now P be a constant diagonal matrix with real elements, i.e., P = diag {pj},184
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pj ∈ R, j = 1, . . . , nP + nR. It is immediate to show that the generic eigenvalue185

µj,σ(k) of P − A∗
d,σ(k)

TPA∗
d,σ(k) is186

µj,σ(k) =
(
1− λ2j,σ(k)

)
pj. (8)

Given that |λj,σ(k)| < 1 by construction, any matrix P with positive elements,187

thus symmetric and positive definite, makes A∗
d,σ(k)

TPA∗
d,σ(k) − P negative definite.188

Provided that the law to update the controller states at step k makes the evolution189

of the closed-loop state-consistent with the corresponding fixed-rate running σ(k)190

times with the nominal model, (8) ensures the existence of a Common Quadratic191

Lyapunov Function for the switching system with dynamic matrix A∗
σ(k), i.e., its192

asymptotic stability under arbitrary switching in Σ.193

Apparently, Theorem 3.1 can be viewed as a problem-specific formulation of well194

known results, and the obtained condition can be quite conservative. However, the195

interest of that condition resides in its extreme simplicity, which makes it straightfor-196

ward to ensure its validity while using a large variety of tuning rules, not conceived197

having an event-based realisation in mind.198

Finally, concerning possible disturbances, one can notice that their influence on199

the stability of the closed-loop system, given its linear (switching) nature, can only200

be exerted by inducing a particular switching sequence. Therefore, once stability is201

guaranteed under arbitrary switching, it cannot be disrupted by construction.202

4. An introductory application example203

An introductory example of how the idea just proposed can be put to work is204

now given. Consider the first-order continuous-time process described by the transfer205
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function206

P (s) =
µ

1 + sT
, (9)

where T > 0, thus limiting the scope to the asymptotically stable case, and without

loss of generality also suppose µ > 0. In state space form, (9) corresponds to aP =

−1/T , bP = µ/T , and cP = 1. Applying the exact discretisation rule we have

a∗P = e−Ts/T , b∗P = µ
(
1− e−Ts/T

)
,

where Ts is the step duration, no matter for the moment whether a priori or a207

posteriori, thus the discrete-time switching process208

P ∗
Ts(z) = µ

1− e−Ts/T

z − e−Ts/T
, (10)

where we adopt a transfer function notation for compactness, and evidence the209

switching nature by the Ts subscript.210

Suppose that the tuning goal is to have the closed-loop equivalent continuous-time

reference-to-output system behave like

T ◦(s) =
1

1 + sTCL
,

where TCL > 0 is a desired time constant. This corresponds – adopting again the

exact rule – to

T ◦∗
T s(k−1)(z) =

1− e−T s(k−1)/TCL

z − e−T s(k−1)/TCL

At the beginning of the generic k-th control step, take the a posteriori sampling211
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time T s(k − 1), and obtain the discrete-time control law for the current step as212

R∗
T s(k−1)(z) =

1

P ∗
T s(k−1)(z)

T ◦∗
T s(k−1)(z)

1− T ◦∗
T s(k−1)(z)

(11)

with the same notation used for (10), the T s(k − 1) subscript evidencing that also213

the controller has a switching nature, and additionally dictating how the switching214

signal is obtained from the previous closed-loop system’s evolution.215

Controller (11) makes the closed-loop system, viewed in the discrete time, exhibit216

as switching eigenvalues e−T s(k−1)/TCL , and the cancelled process one e−T s(k−1)/T .217

Assuming of course Ts, TCL > 0, that system falls in the Schur, real, positive and218

distinct eigenvalues case, thus being asymptotically stable under arbitrary switching219

as per Theorem 3.1. We omit the tedious but trivial computations on how the control220

law is computed to ensure the mentioned state consistence.221

At this time, decide T s(k) for the current step, apply u∗(k), and let the system222

evolve until that time elapses, or an event is triggered by the sensor. Observe that223

the free motion of the closed-loop system is (in norm) strictly decreasing, thus even224

an event occurring before T s(k) does not destroy arbitrary switching stability as seen,225

step by step, looking at the a posteriori system.226

In a view to generalisation, some remarks are now in order.227

• To guarantee stability of event-based control, adaptive discretisation is advan-228

tageous, at least as long as the proposed realisation approach is followed. On a229

similar front, conducting the analysis with k counting events – not continuous-230

time intervals – yields simplifications. The correspondence of the hypotheses231

of Section 2 to the addressed domain of (auto)tuning, particularly for process232

control, allows to consider the statements just made quite uniformly valid in233
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that context.234

• The sufficient stability condition of Theorem 3.1 is easy to ensure at least in235

cases analogous to the shown introductory example—a matter on which we236

shall return in Section 6.237

• The previous considerations on the a priori and the a posteriori closed-loop238

system give sense to the idea of adopting the time elapsed from the last event239

to update the state, but at the same time not as the sampling period for the240

current control step. On the contrary, the determination of an a priori sampling241

time seems a good way to go. This can be done with techniques drawn from242

step size selection ones in the simulation domain [5], as in Section 5.243

5. A triggering rule244

Once stability is ensured independently of the triggering rule, it is possible to245

freely and safely select that rule to maximise the advantages sought when adopting246

the event-based framework. Basically, one wants the (a posteriori) control step247

duration248

• to increase as rapidly as possible toward its allowed maximum if the sensor trig-249

gers no event, which typically occurs with the “send on delta” policy, i.e., when250

the controlled variable, polled by the sensor at rate 1/qs, differs in magnitude251

from the last transmitted one by more than a prescribed amount ∆y;252

• to allow reacting as soon as possible to an event, the minimum reaction time253

being qs;254

• and to avoid event hauls after the first one triggered by a controlled variable’s255

variation.256
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To achieve that, once qs and N are decided, a subset Σ̃ = {σ̃i} of Σ is defined, with257

cardinality Ñ < N , so that σ̃1 be greater than 1, σ̃1qs be a “small but reasonable”258

sampling period if adopted for a fixed-rate controller realisation, and σ̃Ñ = N . An259

example, assuming that a small but reasonable fixed-rate sampling time is 1, could260

be qs = 0.1, N = 1000, and Σ̃ = {10, 20, 50, 100, 200, 500, 1000}.261

The a priori period T s is first initialised to σ̃1qs. Then, if a step of a priori262

duration σ̃iqs elapses, the next a priori period is set to σ̃i+1qs, until σ̃Ñ is reached.263

If conversely a step ends due to a sensor event, the next period is reset to σ̃1qs and264

the system is forced to make it elapse. This temporary constraint results in possibly265

ignoring some events, which is however harmless because it was just stated that if the266

controller were realised as a fixed-rate one with sampling period σ̃1qs, the consequent267

latency – e.g., in reacting to a disturbance – would be acceptable.268

The a priori step duration selection is summarised by the finite state automaton269

of Figure 2. In that figure, branches labelled with T s = T s are traversed “by time-270

out”, i.e., when the a priori step duration elapses; branches labelled qs ≤ T s < T s271

(se), where “se” stands for “sensor event”, are traversed in the opposite case.272

T s = σ̃1qs T s = σ̃2qs . . . T s = σ̃
Ñ
qs = Nqs

start T s = T s T s = T s T s = T s

T s = T s

qs ≤ T s < T s (se)

qs ≤ T s < T s (se)

Figure 2: Finite state automaton for the a priori step duration selection (the time index k is
dropped to lighten the notation). The acronym “se” indicates branches that are traversed due to a
“sensor event”.
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An important remark is that, once stability is ensured as done herein, the reason273

for sensor -generated events becomes irrelevant, and thus at the sensor level one can274

freely introduce other event causes without any danger. This is relevant in the case275

of a set point change after the loop has settled to an equilibrium, thus causing the a276

priori step duration to be large. In this case, a set point variation will not provoke an277

event until said duration elapses, i.e., potentially long after the set point was varied.278

To prevent such an undesired behaviour, one can take two basic countermeasures.279

The first one is to force the sensor to generate events based also on set point varia-280

tions. This fully preserves the introduced hypotheses, but at the cost of additional281

communication toward the sensor. The second possibility is to force one control282

computation (not a controlled variable measurement) when the set point is modified283

(e.g., immediately after a step is applied, or a ramp is started). Doing so violates Hy-284

pothesis 4, as that value of the control signal will be computed with an “outdated”285

controlled variable—or equivalently, there is a second (sporadic) source of events.286

However, one can assume that said outdated value is close to the last transmitted287

one, otherwise some sensor events would have been triggered, and view the fact as288

an impulsive disturbance of unknown but moderate entity.289

It is also worth noticing that the possible system jumps are limited. In particular,290

supposing that T s = σ̃i two cases may happen291

• if T s < T s, then the next a posteriori sampling period will necessary be292

T s = σ̃1qs;293

• if T s = T s, then the next a posteriori sampling period will be T s ∈ [qs, σ̃i+1qs].294

Moreover, having given an asymptotic stability condition, the only possible source295

of limit cycles resides in the numerical quantisation effects. This makes it easy to296

govern said cycles by acting on the rule parameter(s), like, e.g., the threshold in the297
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send on delta one. Incidentally, the impossibility of some jumps may allow to loosen298

the stability condition of Theorem 3.1.299

To end the section, just a few words are in order on the choice of Σ̃. In fact, one300

could set Σ̃ = {σ̃1, N}, not provisioning any intermediate value, which is consistent301

with the approach. However, if this choice is adopted, most likely the majority of302

control actions will be triggered by sensor events, and not by timeouts. If the send303

on delta triggering rule is employed, this in turn means that control actions will304

be almost invariantly computed in response to variations of the controlled variable305

that in magnitude exceed ∆y. Such a situation is keen to generate larger actuator306

movements than that in which some control event is triggered by timeouts caused by307

a gradual step growth. Experience allows to conjecture that in general having some308

intermediate a priori step values favours a smoother actuator operation, and this309

is the reason for the adopted choice. Should this not be relevant, less intermediate310

values can be used without compromising the analysis.311

6. Tuning the controller312

In this section we focus on the PI(D) structure for convenience, although the313

shown ideas are more general. Also, we limit the scope to explicit model-based314

tuning rules. Such rules take as input a continuous-time process model M(s, θM),315

where θM is a parameter vector, and compute the vector θR of the PI(D) parameters316

with a tuning formula θR = f(θM , θS), where θS is a vector of specifications (e.g., a317

desired cutoff frequency and/or phase margin).318

Quite interestingly, many rules of the addressed type operate by cancellation,319

and give rise to simple expressions for the open-loop nominal transfer function, thus320

providing a straightforward application of the proposed approach. A notable example321
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is the well known and already mentioned IMC-PID, that starts from a continuous-322

time FOPDT (First Order Plus Dead Time) asymptotically stable process model323

MFOPDT (s) = µ
e−sD

1 + sT
, T > 0, D ≥ 0, (12)

and approximates the delay with a (1,1) Padé approximation, thereby adopting the324

nominal model325

M(s) =
µ

1 + sT

1− sD/2
1 + sD/2

. (13)

Taking as approximate model inverse and as IMC filter, respectively, the two326

transfer functions327

Q(s) =
1 + sT

µ
, F (s) =

1

1 + sλ
, (14)

where λ > 0 is the desired closed-loop dominant time constant, a continuous-time328

real PID controller is determined as329

R(s) =
Q(s)F (s)

1−Q(s)F (s)M(s)
= . . . =

1

µ(D + λ)

(1 + sT )(1 + sD/2)

s

(
1 + s

Dλ

2(D + λ)

) . (15)

Applying now the proposed idea, we discretise (13) and (14) with the exact330

rule. The cancelled poles of the discretised version of (13) are clearly e−Ts/T and331

e−2Ts/D, where Ts has to be interpreted as the time-varying a posteriori step duration.332

Hence, the discrete-time IMC PID produces as closed-loop eigenvalues the triplet333

(e−Ts/T , e−2Ts/D, e−Ts/λ), which fulfils the required stability condition provided that334

λ 6= T , λ 6= D/2 and T 6= D/2. The expression of the PID parameters is omitted for335

brevity, and any cancellation-based rule can be treated essentially in the same way.336

If the chosen rule is not cancellation-based, computations may become complex337

and are in general more rule-specific, but the basic principle holds. Basically, one has338
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to express the closed-loop eigenvalues, and check the stability condition for all the339

required multiples of qs. This may be time-consuming, but it is an offline activity, and340

the availability of modern symbolic packages makes it affordable. We do not further341

delve into this matter here, to avoid presenting lengthy computations of little – if342

any – methodological interest.343

7. Simulation examples344

In this section, the proposed method is applied to some significant examples to345

prove its effectiveness.346

7.1. Example 1347

This example aims at showing the proposed controller’s operation in nominal348

conditions. The considered process is described by the transfer function349

P (s) =
e−0.5s

1 + 2s
, (16)

and an IMC PID is tuned for it with λ = 2. The obtained results are shown in350

Figure 3.351

The upper plot reports the set point and the process variable with both the352

fixed-rate and the event-based controller, when the system is subject to ramp-like353

set point variations and to two load disturbance steps. The lower plot conversely354

shows the values of Ts, allowing to appreciate how the step duration grows as fast355

as possible, while at the same time avoiding event hauls. In particular, there are356

many transmissions when the set point is varying in a ramp-like manner, but less357

in response to a load disturbance step. To validate also the ideas about non-sensor358

events expressed in Section 5, two control events were forced at the beginning of359
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Figure 3: Results of simulation Example 1; in the two upper plots the dotted red line refers to the
fixed-rate controller, the solid blue line to the event-based one.

the ramps (as marked in the figure). As expected, a single forced control event is360

enough to trigger the sensor-originated necessary ones. The controlled variable plots361

are practically identical, and no limit cycle is observed; interestingly enough, limit362

cycles do not appear even if the model contains the real delay term instead of the363

Padé approximation. Finally, evaluating the event-based transmission saving (with364

respect to the fixed-rate realisation with period λ/5) on the scenario considered in365
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this example, leads to a result of about 90%, thereby significantly backing up the366

proposal. The choice of λ/5 for the fixed-rate realisation was made not to unduly367

favour the event based one.368

It is also interesting to examine the effects of λ on the number of generated events369

and on the control quality loss with respect to a fixed-rate realisation. To this end,370

the Integral Squared Error (ISE) index is here used. Figure 4 shows the numerical371

results with λ ∈ [0.2, 5]: the left column reports the number of events (top) and the372

ISE (bottom) with the fixed-rate (fr) and the event-based (eb) controller, while the373

right column reports the ratios of the same quantities. Apparently, the gain in terms
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Figure 4: Results of Example 1 with different values of λ.

374

of saved events with the event-based realisation is significant, at the cost of a modest375

increment of the ISE. This synthetically indicates that the modification of the time376
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domain transients obtained with the proposed technique, with respect to the “ideal”377

continuous-time ones, is comparable to that introduced by fixed-rate realisations.378

7.2. Example 2379

To better evaluate the control design effectiveness in nominal conditions on a set

of FOPDT models, we consider the normalised delay process

Pn(s) =
e−

θ
1−θ s

1 + s

which corresponds to (12) with µ = 1, T = 1 and the delay D set so as to achieve a380

desired value θ of the normalised delay D/(T +D).381

The proposed tuning method is applied with different values of θ, and selecting

λ as

λ =
1

a
· D + 5T

5

where a is interpreted as a required acceleration factor for the closed-loop dominant382

dynamics with respect to the process one; in particular, the test was conducted with383

θ ∈ [0.2, 0.6] and a ∈ [0.25, 4].384

An analysis similar to that of the previous section, produces the results shown385

in Figure 5. The ratio among the number of events with the event-based and the386

fixed-rate realisation is shown in the left plot, while the ratio among the two ISE387

values is in the right plot.388

Also in this case, it is apparent that the improvement in terms of transmissions389

is significant, at the cost of a modest ISE increment.390
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7.3. Example 3391

This example applies the proposed controller to non-FOPDT processes, i.e., not

in nominal conditions. Three types of process transfer functions are here used, taken

from the benchmark set [3], namely

P1(s) =
1

(s+ 1)n
n = 2, 3, 4, 8

P2(s) =
1

(1 + s) (1 + as) (1 + a2s) (1 + a3s)
a = 0.1, 0.2, 0.5, 1.0

P3(s) =
1

(1 + sT )2
e−s T = 0.1, 2.0, 5.0, 10.0

The FOPDT models used for the tuning are parametrised together with the392

controller with the so-called “contextual” method applied to the PI IMC rule [13].393

The reason for not using the entire batch is that the contextual IMC method is394

not particularly well suited for other structures, especially those with significant395

oscillatory and/or nonminimum phase behaviours. These issues concern the tuning396

method, however, and therefore are not related to the event-based realisation.397

Figure 6 summarises the results, while the continuous-time controller parameters398
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Figure 6: Results of simulation Example 3.

P1(s) P2(s) P3(s)
n K Ti a K Ti T K Ti

2 1.621 1.195 0.1 2.505 0.410 0.1 0.681 0.910
3 1.168 2.086 0.2 1.798 0.622 2.0 1.118 3.488
4 1.031 2.921 0.5 1.198 1.267 5.0 1.292 7.238
8 0.861 6.032 1.0 1.031 2.921 10.0 1.392 13.347

Table 1: Regulator parameters in simulation Example 3.

are shown in Table 1. The used evaluation indices are the ISE for a unit step load399

disturbance response, and the number of events counted from the time when the400

disturbance step is applied till that when the set point is recovered within 1%. As401

can be noticed, the event-based controller realisation behaves in a comparable manner402

with respect to the fixed-rate one (where the sampling time was chosen again as λ/5),403

while the transmission saving is significant.404
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8. An experimental test405

An event-based autotuning PID was realised in LabVIEW based on the method406

presented here, and tested experimentally on a laboratory plant. The used apparatus407

is a PT326 process trainer, produced by Feedback, and consists of a duct where the408

airflow induced by a fan is heated by a resistance. The apparatus is depicted in409

Figure 7.410

Figure 7: The PT326 apparatus.

The control objective is to regulate the outlet temperature by acting on the411

heater, while the fan speed can be varied to introduce a disturbance.412

Figure 8 shows a test where first the PID is tuned by means of the contextual413

method already mentioned, having as experiment a relay plus integrator one, then414

two set point steps are applied, and finally the fan speed is varied twice (increased and415

then set back to the initial value). Signals are directly expressed in V as measured416

and actuated, in a (0,10) range. During the relay test the controller was switched417

to fixed rate, to avoid complicating the test with an event-based experiment, that418

could introduce artefacts, and is outside the scope of this work.419
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Figure 8: Experimental results with the PT326 apparatus; the vertical grey band indicates the
tuning phase; events are not counted during the (fixed-rate) relay test.

The left column of Figure 8 shows the obtained transients, with the tuning phase420

marked by a grey bar. The right column conversely reports the behaviour of the421

inter-event period, which is definitely satisfactory, and the accumulated number of422

events. Although comparisons are never easy with experiments, one can observe423

that the tuned controller operates with approximately an average of 1.25 events per424

second. To achieve the same event frequency with a fixed-rate realisation a sampling425

time of 0.8s would then be required, which is definitely high for the time scale of the426

involved dynamics.427
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9. Preliminaries on robustness and performance428

This work is centred on stability analysis, that is, nominal conditions. Nonethe-429

less, the usefulness of the proposed ideas would be significantly diminished if a way of430

dealing with stability robustness and performance could not be at least envisioned.431

Dealing with robustness – and also with performance, and the tradeoff of the two –432

requires however a detailed and long treatise. The matter is thus necessarily deferred433

to future works, and only some words on it are spent in this section to sketch out a434

possible modus operandi.435

Beginning with stability robustness, it is evident that any process/model mis-436

match that preserves the monotonically decreasing nature of the closed-loop system’s437

state free motion is tolerable. More precisely, if the process has dynamics not de-438

scribed by the model, asymptotic stability under arbitrary switching is still ensured439

provided that said dynamics make the free motion of the closed-loop system still440

decreasing in norm over a continuous time horizon of length qs. This is far from easy441

to ensure, however, and worth noticing just to give a methodologically grounded442

justification for the intuitive idea that process/model mismatches result in the im-443

possibility of reacting to a sensor-caught event with arbitrary promptness. The ideas444

above are at present conjectures, but Section 7.3, where processes structurally differ445

from tuning models, indicates that such conjectures are reasonable.446

It is also interesting to observe that with the proposed triggering rule, the se-447

quence of a posteriori step durations yielding the least average inter-event time is448

obtained by indefinitely repeating the couple (qs, σ̃1qs). As such, the least possible449

average inter-event time is (1 + σ̃1)qs/2. If some overbound on the process/model450

mismatch is obtained from input/output data, for example as proposed in [12], and451

this is used to determine a minimum required dwell time for the closed-loop switch-452
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ing system, then σ̃1 can be used as a tuning parameter for robustness, specific to453

the event-based controller realisation. This may conflict with selecting σ̃1 based on a454

required promptness, as done above, and to effectively handle such a tradeoff a prob-455

abilistic approach may be in order, but at least a potentially viable way to address456

the issue of stability robustness has been envisaged.457

Coming to performance, we can observe that apart from the keep-alive timeout, N458

too is most frequently limited by stability requirements. This is true also in nominal459

conditions, by the way, as evidenced even in the fixed-rate context by the numerous460

sampling time selection criteria based on the induced stability degree reduction.461

Although stability may be preserved also for “high” (constant) sampling periods, it462

is well known that when the mentioned upper limit for N is approached, performance463

degrades. There are well known criteria also to study this issue, and porting them464

into the event-based context should allow to use N as a tuning knob for performance.465

Again, this is just a sketch of future research, but here too it seems that a possible466

modus operandi can be defined.467

10. Conclusions and future work468

The problem of tuning event-based industrial controllers was here addressed.469

Taking an essentially application-oriented attitude, a functional solution was pro-470

posed that handles both the controller discretisation and the event triggering rule.471

By suitably constraining the former, a sufficient stability condition was derived, and472

thanks to the consequent freedom in selecting the event triggering mechanism, one473

was devised to exploit the event-based realisation in a view to minimising sensor474

transmissions. The proposed technique allows to use classical continuous-time tun-475

ing rules (for the moment of the model-based type, but extensions will be addressed)476

in the case of an event-based realisation.477
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Simulation examples prove the correctness of the idea, that was also tested on478

a physical equipment with satisfactory results. This matter, together with possible479

relaxations of the stability condition, provides some clues for future methodological480

research. Also, the establishments of tighter relationships with neighbouring research481

lines, like for example that concerning the study of possible limit cycles, will be an482

objective. In addition, further experimenting is envisioned, as is the extension of the483

idea to other types of event-based control structures.484

Finally, when addressing the matter of this research, we have to notice that one485

could have taken basically two approaches. The first is the “rule-abstracted” one486

used herein. The second is to specify a triggering rule and to analyse the impact of487

the event-based realisation on its result. No doubt the latter could lead to a lower488

conservatism, but at the same time the former is inherently keen to accommodate for489

diverse event generation mechanisms, and as proven by the examples, results in any490

case in an acceptable control performance. Nevertheless, following the alternative491

route with respect to this work is another interesting subject for future research.492
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